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LI-CTURE BY THE PT KN. J. EkOCk POWELL TO THE
IAY FESTIVAL OF LITERATURE AkD THE APIS -

30th hay 1995

Pany religions have a sacred book. What is unusual about

Christianity is that, instead of a single sacred book, it has a

wholelibrary of sacred books, a library in which no fewer than

four volumes purport to be accounts of the life of the founder.

One of the uses of a sacred book is that it affords fixed

authority, a Point of reference, for settling issues or arguments.

Indeed, the Protestant Reformation rested itself upon a renewed

appeal to the Christian library, though perusal of Catholic

utterances might lead to the conclusion that the Catholic Church

too on its side finds ultimate foundation in the wording of

Scripture.

In these circumstances the inducement to overlook inconsis-

tencies or disagreements in the gospels is enormous and an

influence continually at work.

The fact that the books in the library are nevertheless

written documents justifies the temptation to treat them as

documents like any others and to read ano study them accordingly.

They must surely Lear traces of the circumstances in which, and

the conditions under which, they 1;ere created; and they must be

historical evidence for something aich happened to account for

their existence, some state of affairs which existed objectively.

This demand is particularly peremptory in the case of documents

which purport to refer to the same circumstances and state of

affairs, which the four gospels, the first four Looks of the

canonical Christian scriptures,unOeniably de. They must be

capable of disclosing to the stLeent of them the relationship

which exists between therH Nho culee thor- if anybody copied

anybody - and why cid eachcore to he thedocument which on

examination it turns out to Le:

I can cheerfully plead: guilty therefore to having treated



in exactly that way the gospel which stands first in the New

Testament. In one of the gospels Pontius Pilate is related to

have asked Jesus "What is 'truth'?". It is not certain that we 

understand what precisely Pilate meant by that. Probably, the

report being in the gospel according to John, he was referring to

Jesus's claim to be himself "the truth". However, there is a truth

to be ascertained about any document, if properly examined: it

is evidence of what was, or what actually happened, that caused

it to be created. The appropriate instrument for that purpose is

the science (or is it art?) known as textual criticism - the

ascertainment by critical examination of how particular words

come to be in a particular place.

This task of textual criticism is, so tc speak, thrust upon

us by the manifest fact that there is so much in common between

the first three gospels, which, for this reason, are commonly known

as the 'synoptic' gospels, katthew, kark and Luke, meaning thereby

that a synopsis or "viewing of them together" is possible and

indeed inevitable.

The first question which hEs to be answered is how this co-

incidence arises. It could, of course, arise from recording the 

same actual happenings and sayings. Several accounts of the same

car accident may differ Lut they will nevertheless have at least

something in common. But let us keep our heads and remember that

we are examining documents, not car accidents, and that where

documents tell the same tale, the different ways in which they

tell it may betray which witness is copying, directly or indirectly,

from which. It happens that there are such instances, which show

that hark and Luke used katthew. Let me give one example.

According to Natthew, John the baptist described Him whose

forerunner he was es "one whose boots I am not worthy to carry".

New this is remarkable. It is natural to say "I am unfit to undo

his boots", a menial office. It is decidedly surprising to say:



"I am not fit to pick his hcots up". When we turn to the same

place in the other 'synoptic' gospels, we find that Mark says

"bend down and untie his hoots", while Luke just says simply

"untie his hoots". Mow, what has haprenee? Which came from which?

For one must have come from the other. It is surely clear that

"untie" has been substituted for "carry", producingan ordinary,

pedestrian analogy instead of a startlingly difficult one. It

is also clear that Mark then added the pathetic touch "bend down".

If these were three witnesses giving evidence, we should say that

Matthew contained the original the 'difficult', form of the 

saying; that Luke hEe, frcm his point of view, corrected Matthew;

and then Mark had copied Luke but made his own little improvement.

If my example is on too small a scale - though I must say

that the smaller the scale it seems to me all the more compelling -

I will take another which is different in kind. Matthew is the 

only gospel that contains the discourse commonly known as the

Sermon on the Mcunt; but hits and pieces, sometimes Quite small

bits, do turn up in different contexts in Nark and Luke. Once again,

what has happened? Die Matthew pick the fragments out from all

over the place and build a 'Sermon' •ith them or did Luke and

Mark decide to omit the Sermon but find ways to weave in else-

where some of the more striking bits. We really know the answer,

not only because Mark and Luke omit the long speeches as a matter

of principle but because the one process is practicable and

credible while the other is not.

We have now already coLe E lonc way. If Luke and Mark used

Matthew, deductions must follow which are very important indeed.

Matthew must he earlier than thev; that is obvious. but what

about those contents of Luke anc Hark which are not in Matthew

at all? In other words, was Matthew not only their source hut

their only source? And if he was their only source, what are we

to make of everything that is in Luke or Nark but not in Matthew?



We have entered a new dimension, which I may call the moral

dimension, of textual criticism; for there are only two possible

answers to my question. Either Luke and, fark had another source

or - yes, what? - the additional material was freely composed.

Need I say that those before us have plumped for a second source,

which they designated 0, after the first letter of the German word

Quelle meaning 'source') and nowhere has -0 enjoyed greater popu-

larity than here in Britain.

The answer to my auestion, 'Was there or was there not a

second source?' is one to which textual criticism can offer no

certain reply but only a reply of probability. What is certain

is that, as in the case of the Baptist and the boots, where Luke

encountered a poser in hatthew, -le resolved the problem by guessing

(which is to use a word for what in respectable circles goes by the

name of 'conjecture'). This happens again and again. So if there

was an alternative source, either the problems in it were shared

with 1etthew or else Luke used this alternative source only when

he was not puzzled and ignored it when he was. This is particularly

unlikely when the puzzle which Luke solved was itself due to textual

corruption. There is the famous corruption which produced "consider

the lilies of the field, how they grow, they toil not neither do

they spin". Luke amends, but conjecturally and wrongly, to read

"spin not, neither do they weave". It would have been bad luck

if the same, complicated corruption had happened to be in 0 as well!

So we arrive at the conclusion that not only does Matthew

represent the oldest document, but that he was the only documen-

tary source of the ether, 'synoptic' documents. V& read Matthew

therefore with newly respectful eyes, to see what his book has to

tell us about the circumstances in wnich it came into being.

Reading him dispassionately, one feature strikes us at once: he

goes in for duplication. Tie most celebrated example is the

duplication, at close intervals, of the account of the miraculous



feeding of the five (or was it four?) thousand; but once we are

alerted, we fin( duplicates all over the place. Stranae, to create

a book and implant duplicate narratives into it! If that was by

accident, the author or his editor must have been extraordinarily

careless or - is not the only explanation of such duplicates an

overriding desire to combine two texts into one? Matthew has

already told us somethina about his document: it was a compromise,

the result of some sort of concordat or agreement.

But a concordat or agreement between whom? About what had

the dispute been? Textual criticism, the study of documents, 

has emerged into the full light of history. It has informed us

that the earliest and sole source of the gospel already represented

a compromise. It is not a fresh new text: it is already old,

even in the form in which it has reached us, and is the outcome

of - of what? Of deliberation and mutual understanding. It is a

collective work„which enabled those who created the text to bridge

their differences and agree upon a gospel. What those differences

were, it is possible to conjecture but not to define with certainty.

From Matthew himself however we can collect enough to make the

attempt with some regard to the history of the times. In that

history the outstanding event - it is one of the seminal events

in all history - was the revolt of the Jews against Rome in 66 AD

which terminated with the siege and sack of Jerusalem and of the

Temple in 70 AD, to which katthew refers in scarcely veiled terms.

There had Leen two parties - one for and one against rebellion -

and the outcome seemed to show that those against rebellion had

been in the right. That division passed through the middle of the

incipient Christian church itself and centred on the question: was

Jesus to be the saviour of the whole world or was he just the kingly

descendant of David, destined to Le the restorer of Israel's inde-

pendence? In other, cruder terms, the division was between pro-

Roman and anti-Roman, pro-Gentile or pro-Jewish. It is the divi-
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alternative.
sion which can be traced in the recombination of two / versions

which lies before us in Matthew and which Matthew was intended to

be a means of healing.
Events had opted for the Gentiles; and here was the gospel

which the Christian church needed to take to the world, where it

could now operate without fear of being denounced as anti-Roman.

That would be why the Sermon on the Mount was preoccupied with

the dispute with fellow Jews, why so many of the parables are

Parables of mission to the Gentiles, and why such precaution hes

been taken to avoid matter that would be offensive to Rome,

including a Last Judgment in which only those who have been

unkind to early Christians get punished.

So far we have inspected only three of the four narratives

placed in the forefront of the Christian library. We are ready

to tackle the fourth, called the Gospel according to John.

John's gospel was written for people who already had Matthew in

their hands: at several points it assumes them to be familiar

with it. But here was a new theology and a new conception of the

incarnation, which enabled theE 'co present Jesus as the Saviour

of the World. Of the antagonism between the Jewish and Gentile

wings of the Church, no trace remains. That the Temple at

Jerusalem was ruined beyond recovery is taken for granted. None

the less, as far as the theological switch allowed, John also

follows Matthew closely; his deviations can always be accounted

for as theologically motivated.
The fourth gospel in fact liberated the Church from the now

obsolete controversies which had helped to create Matthew. With

John's theology thereVES no need for the existing order of the

imperium Romanum to be disturbed: the world is already "judged"

insofaras it refuses to accept Jesus as Saviour; those who have

done so are already in possession of eternal life and have no need

to await the end of their own world in order to gain it. It was
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the message for which the ChurchIt:aswaiting as the events of

70 AD moved inexorably into the past and as the "second coming"

of Jesuswas unconscionably delayed. So in the basic documents

of Christianity the earliest, katthew, has ironically placed its

imprint upon the latest gospel. In a certain sense it was that

latestgospel which secured permanence and a lasting hope for the

new religion. A close inspection of our favourite hymns to this

very day will reveal indelible traces of the language and theology

of John. It is in this sense that I thought it justifiable to

use the word "evolution" in relation to the gospel.

Imust fiere make a public confession. The use of that word

"evolution" in a context net biological was a conscious naughti-

ness: always falsify somewhat when we borrow the technical

terms of one science - in this case, biology - and use them in

another - in this case, theology. There is however some excuse

for my deed. The earliest gospel, katthew's, is already a com-

posite work, behind which stand the ghosts of earlier writings;

what wonder if a religion as triumphant as Christianity did not

arise suddenly and fully articulated like Venus risino from the

sea but by some process such as that which I have dared to des-

cribe as "evolution" and at which I have this afternoon invited

you to take a look% It was a process integrally connected with

the dramatic events happening in the secular viorld of the time.
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HAY FESTIVAL OF LITERATURE AND THE ARTS -

30th hay 1995

Many religions have a sacred book. What is unusual about

Christianity is that, instead of a sinale sacred book, it has a

whole library of sacred books, a library in which no fewer than

four volumes purport to be accounts of the life of the founder.

One of the uses of a sacred book is that it affords fixed

authority, a point of reference, for settlina issues or arguments.

Indeed, the Protestant Reformation rested itself upon a renewed

appeal to the Christian library, though perusal of Catholic

utterances might lead to the conclusion that the Catholic Church

too on its side finds ultimate fouodation in the wording of

Scripture.

In these circumstances the inducement to overlook inconsis-

tencies or disagreements in the gospels is enormous and an

influence continually at work.

The fact that the books in the library are nevertheless

written documents justifies the temptation to treat them as

documents like any others and to read and study them accordingly.

They must surely bear traces of the circumstances in which, and

the conditions under which, they were created; and they must be

historical evidence for something which happened to account for

their existence, some state of affairs which existed objectively.

This demand is particularly peremptory in the case of documents

which purport to refer to the same circumstances and state of

affairs, which the four gospels, the first four books of the

canonical Christian scriptures, undeniably do. They must be

capable of disclosing to the student of them the relationship

which exists between them: who copied whom - if anybody copied

anybody - and why did each come to be the document which on

examination it turns out to be?

I can cheerfully plead guilty therefore to having treated
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in exactly that way the gospel which stands first in the New

Testament. In one of the gospels Pontius Pilate is related to

have asked Jesus "What is 'truth'?". It is not certain that we

understand what precisely Pilate meant by that. Probably, the

report being in the gospel according to John, he was referring to

Jesus's claim to be himself "the truth". However, there is a truth

to be ascertained about any document, if properly examined: it

is evidence of what was, or what actually happened, that caused

it to be created. The appropriate instrument for that purpose is

the science (or is it art?) known as textual criticism - the

ascertainment by critical examination of how particular words

come to be in a particular place.

This task of textual criticism is, so to speak, thrust upon

us by the manifest fact that there is so much in common between

the first three gospels, which, for this reason, are commonly known

as the 'synoptic' gospels, Matthew, Mark and Luke, meanina thereby

that a synopsis or "viewing of them together" is possible and

indeed inevitable.

The first question which has to be answered is how this co-

incidence arises. It could, of course, arise from recording the 

same actual happenings and sayings. Several accounts of the same

car accident may differ but they will nevertheless have at least

something in common. But let us keep our heads and remember that

we are examining documents, not car accidents, and that where

documents tell the same tale, the different ways in which they

tell it may betray which witness is copying, directly or indirectly,

from which. It happens that there are such instances, which show

that Mark and Luke used kattnew. Let me give one example.

According to Matthew, John the Baptist described Him whose

forerunner he was as "one whose boots I am not worthy to carry".

Now this is remarkable. It is natural to say "I am unfit to undo

his boots", a menial office. It is decidedly surprising to say:
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"I am not fit to pick his boots up". When we turn to the same

place in the other 'synoptic' gospels, we find that Mark says

"bend down and untie his boots", while Luke just says simply

"untie his boots". Now, what has happened? Which came from which?

For one must have come from the other. It is surely clear that

"untie" has been substituted for "carry", producing an ordinary,

pedestrian analogy instead of a startlingly difficult one. It

is also clear that Mark then added the pathetic touch "bend down".

If these were three witnesses giving evidence, we should say that

Matthew contained the original the 'difficult', form of the 

saying; that Luke had, from his point of view, corrected Matthew;

and then Mark had copied Luke but made his own little improvement.

If my example is on too small a scale - though I must say

that the smaller the scale it seems to me all the more compelling -

I will take anothPr which is different in kind. fv,Lajt,8pIdLt_h_e

only gospel that contains the discourse commonly known as the

411 Sermon on the Mount; but bits ane pieces, sometimes quite small 

bits, do turn up in different contexts in Mark and Luke. Once again,

what has happened? Did Matthew pick the fragments out from all

over the place and build a 'Sermon' with them or did Luke and

Mark decide to omit the Sermon but find ways to weave in else-

where some of the more striking bits. We really know the answer,

not only because Nark and Luke omit the long speeches as a matter

of principle but because the one process is practicable and

credible while the other is not.

We have now already come a long way. If Luke and Nark used

Matthew, deductions must follow which are very important indeed.

Matthew must be earlier than they; that is obvious. But what

about those contents of Luke arC Hark which are not in Matthew

at all? In other words, was ,iatthew not only their source but

theironly source7 And if he vas their only source, what are we

to make of everything that is in Luke or Mark hut not in Matthew?
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We have entered a new dimension, which I may call the moral

dimension, of textual criticism; for there are only two possible

answers to my Question. Either Luke and Mark had another source

or - yes, what? - the additional material was freely composed.

Need I say that those before us have plumped for a second source,

which they designated 0, after the first letter of the German word

Quelle meaning 'source') and nowhere has 0 enjoyed greater popu-

larity than here in Britain.

The answer to my Question, 'Was there or was there not a

second source?' is one to which textual criticism can offer no

certain reply but only a reply of probability. What is certain

is that, as in the case of the Baptist and the boots, where Luke

encountered a poser in Matthew, he resolved the problem by guessing

(which is to use a word for what in respectable circles goes by the

name of 'conjecture'). This happens again and again. So if there

was an alternative source, either the problems in it were shared

with Matthew or else Luke used this alternative source only when

he'was not puzzled and ignored it when he was. This is particularly

unlikely when the puzzle which Luke solved was itself due to textual

corruption. There is the famous corruption which produced "consider

the lilies of the field, how they grow, they toil not neither do

they spin". Luke amends, but conjecturally and wrongly, to read

"spin not, neither do they weave". It would have been bad luck

if the same, complicated corruption had happened to be in 0 as well!

So we arrive at the conclusion that not only does Matthew

represent the oldest document, but that he was the only documen-

tary source of the other, 'sYnoptic' oocuments. We read Matthew

therefore with newly respectful eyes, to see what his book has to

tell us about the circumstances in which it came into being.

Reading him dispassionately, one feature strikes us at once: he

goes in for duplication. T-le most celebrated example is the

duplication, at close intervals, of the account of the miraculous
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feeding of the five (or was it four') thousand; but once we are

alerted, we find duplicates all over the place. Stranae, to create

a book and implant duplicate narratives into it! If that was by

accident, the author or his editor must have been extraordinarily

careless or - is not the only explanation of such duplicates an

overriding desire to combine two texts into one? Matthew has

already told us something about his document: it was a compromise,

the result of some sort of concordat or agreement.

But a concordat or agreement between whom? About what had

the dispute been? Textual criticism, the study of documents, 

has emerged into the full light of history. It has informed us

that the earliest and sole source of the gospel already represented

a compromise. It is not a fresh new text: it is already old,

even in the form in which it has reached us, and is the outcome

of - of what? Of deliberation and mutual understanding. It is a

bffective work„Wnich enabled those who created the text to bridge

41, their differences and agree upon a gospel. What those differences 

were, it is possible to conjecture but not to define with certainty.

From Matthew himself however we can collect enough to make the

attempt with some regard to the history of the times. In that

history the outstanding event - it is one of the seminal events

in all history - was the revolt of the Jews against Rome in 66 AD

which terminated with the siege and sack of Jerusalem and of the

Temple in 70 AP, to which hatthew refers in scarcely veiled terms.

There had been two parties - one for and one against rebellion -

and the outcome seemed to show that those against rebellion had

been in the right. That division passed through the middle of the

incipient Christian church itself and centred on the question: was

Jesus to be the saviour of the whole world or was he just the kingly

descendant of David, destined to Le the restorer of Israel's inde-

pendence? In other, cruder terms, the division was between pro-

Roman and anti-Roman, pre-Gentile or pro-Jewish. It is the divi-
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alternative.
sion which can be traced in the recombination of two / versions

which lies before us in Matthew and which Matthew was intended to

be a means of healing.

Events had opted for the Gentiles; and here was the gospel

which the Christian church needed to take to the world, where it

could now operate without fear of being denounced as anti-Roman.

That would be why the Sermon on the Mount was preoccupied with

the dispute with fellow Jews, why so many of the parables are

parables of mission to the Gentiles, and why such precaution has

been taken to avoid matter that would be offensive to Rome,

including a Last Judgment in which only those who have been

unkind to early Christians get punished.

So far we have inspected only three of the four narratives

placed in the forefront of the Christian library. We are ready

to tackle the fourth, called the Gospel according to John.

John's gospel was written for people who already had Matthew in

their hands: at several points it assumes them to be familiar

witholt. But here was a new theology and a new conception of the

incarnation, which enabled them to present Jesus as the Saviour

of the World. Of the antagonism between the Jewish and Gentile

wings of the Church, no trace remains. That the Temple at

Jerusalem was ruined beyond recovery is taken for granted. None

the less, as far as the theological switch allowed, John also

follows Matthew closely; his deviations can always be accounted

for as theologically motivated.

The fourth cespal in fact liberated the Church frcm the now

obsolete controversies which had helped to create Matthew. With

John's theology there was no need for the existing order of the

imperium Romanum to be disturbed: the world is already "judged"

insofar as it refuses to accept Jesus as Saviour; those who have

done so are already in possession of eternal life and have no need

to await the end of their own world in order to gain it. It was
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The message for which the Church was waiting as the events of

70 AD moved inexorably into the past and as the "second coming"

of Jesus was unconscionably delayed. So in the basic documents

of Christianity the earliest, katthew, has ironically placed its

imprint upon the latest gospel. In a certain sense it was that

latest gospel which secured permanence and a lasting hope for the

new religion. A close inspection of our favourite hymns to this

very day will reveal indelible traces of the language and theology

of John. It is in this sense that I thought it justifiable to

use the word "evolution" in relation to the gospel.

I must here make a public confession. The use of that word

"evolution" in a context not biological was a conscious naughti-

ness: we always falsify somewhat when we borrow the technical

terms of one science - in this case, biology - and use them in

another - in this case, theology. There is however some excuse

for my deed. The earliest gospel, katthew's, is difeadY-a—c-cr=---
--

posite work, behind which stand the ghosts of earlier writings;

,whai wonder if a religion as triumphant as Christianity did not

arise suddenly and fully articulated like Venus rising from the

sea but by some process such as that which I have dared to des-

cribe as "evolution" and at which I have this afternoon invited

you to take a look? It was a process integrally connected with

the dramatic events happening in the secular world of the time.



GREEK APT: THEE TESTAIErf

A Lecture by the Rt Hon. J. Enec :ell delivered at the Hellenic
Centre on 30 March iGOS

The greatest triumph of the Creek language came long after the.

classical age - lore (that is to say) after what we knew ES the

classical works of Attic Greek vere no more than a subject of

zealous study in the University and Library of Alexandria. That

greatest triumph was when Greek 'pecame the language of the Christian

gospel, which transformed the thinking and religion of the ancient

world anb has shaped those of the modern world.

It is not usual to think of Creek ES the language of Christia-

nity. The historical setting of Christian cTipins in Palestine

beguiles us into imagining the Creek nev Testament to be some sort

of translation of things originally sEIC or related in a Semitic

tongue. That is an assumption vnick is capable of refutation. I 

use the term "refutation" advisedly, hecause there is a sure method

of testing the pre-Position that the _Tispels End the documents

antecedent to them were originally composed in Creek.

If a text is oorruhtec, anc if treocrruntion is suer

could only occur in ore partIcular la:cuas, the natural conclusion

is that it W-7,S crigiflallY CUTAnce( in that lannuace. There harrens

to Le just such a corructior - celeLratee ore - i.) hp

earliest posoel, that 'accorni- to hatthev-'. The huch-eitee saNi-

in°  "consider the lilies cf thn fiele, they ore,,, they toil

not neither Co they spin", ees,,Ate its farilirity, is Corerstratee

Ly its context to Le F correc ier ct the oricinal Ohich ran: "con-

sider the lilies rc,: they oar( 1:C-Jt neither eo they srin".

oorrution arese ey the conversion at 01.; toilroav-L "they oe,re net"

into 0.404>oae-i "they   is- corrurtion -1-4rmet nave

occurrec in Creek, LecaUS'F cfli in rrek oar "care rot" he con't

'y4ith tner triem ack trcr themargin int°  the

•
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text in the irrelevant form "nci: -Lfcy prow",

hut it is possible to no further EFC ETcUe that !ie: are rot

only face to face with a text V`hicF VES written in Greek Lut  xitL

a text of which the antecedents ere in  Creek also; for the sen-

tence occurs in what is called the Sermon en the 1,'eurt, ,c+p,eHinat

Serron is demonstrably not in its  original  context; the discourse

,
f,e+1,01-g directed expressly to trese tc Cissert free fellov.:Jews

and are therefore persecuted bv theh /rhe crew( which tE,C followed

Jesus on his healing mission 'Lenge. reve Leer astonished to learn

that they were "persecuted cs theirersecutersad Persecuted

the prophets who were before you". Sc the Sermon haS Leen r..Tcvidec:

with en artificial framework to insert it into the narrative and

the rassage v;here the corruc'tior ohich Ve have just exarsineo occurs6:a01,f4,)
is net an original part of the pesnel hut/ore of its source

materials, Thus the evidence for Creek vhicr the corrortier rro-

vibes reaches Lack beyond the earliest stepe of coepcsitior of the

gospel itself to the materialsout of which the ncspel

a fact which obviously strenethers the presumption that in the [e4

Testaeert 'd6are Cealinc with Gre, rased. uner Creek, Lased hr:or

Greek: it is Creek through EFC thrCUch.

The inhabitants of Palestine in the first century of cur ero

used Greek, if net as their  evervoa tor-Tue.,  ot least as the

lanpuape of cultured: intercourse; thcre is ever evicierce that

the Cle Testament might Le read ih Lreek translation in rrefererce

to, or in substitution for, the  crininEl  Hehre. Creek lirkeo 

Palestine vAth the rest of the H-Olterrarcah verb - with D7Nrt,

with Greece,  wi h Asia ['jeer, v.1 an ,cme  itself. ,hatever Vas to 

Pass current in the v!orici cutsica FElestire v:ould inevithiv nave

to Le in Greek.

nucr hES Leen vTitter FiCht T(L.Et they call "rtm TestEnert

Greek", until it nets tEkor for nrEetEJ: tnEt the m-iters cf the



Looks of the rew Testament were using a debased patois which vas

currently prevalent and calle( the Atoiv'or "common sreech''.

This is a fundamentally faulty notion. Gun the rew Testarert

and you find yourself astonished by the flexibility and variety

of the language in which the authors wrote. It has a personal

stamp, a freshness and a cuality which is astonishing: indeed,

if one switches from the rew Testament to ore of the popular

writers contemporary with it - for instance, to Eiorysius of

halicarnassus or Diodorus Siculus - one experiences a shock like

that of moving from English cf real literary guality into every-

day journalism. Greek, as the authors of the rew Testament books

handled it, was a spontaneous Eric: personal instruFert: nobody

reading the main epistles of the apostle Paul nor anyhody reading

John's gospel or any cf the ether gospels, could be in Eny (oat

that he is encountering somebody speaking his own rine in his own

way.

There Kas something else: ihich the use of Creek cave to t e

inhabitants of the t-editerransan countries. It gave them the 

open sesaFe to world readersnO: aat ore m-ote in Creek Could

be read an( understood frcr'. one enC to the other of the Poman

Empire - and probably beyond, if ore locket e,?st,,ard. Greek was

therefore rot only the natural Lut the uriouely practical language

for the literature of a reu religion. To the creators of that
hA44,,c.

literature Creek offeree Pt1-rt-74 a versatile heciun ef expression.

It gave to theE the potentiality of being reae throughout the.

corteucrary v;orle.

Creek 1,,as noreover r lan(uror ih ich the exoressior of HEN.

ideas Vas faoiliar. whether or rot thE theology of John's gosoel

is influencee, oirectly or ingirectiv, hy contemporary Creek

rJriloscehy, the fact reFains thrT. Orek aes the language of higher

eclucrtion in the. f,eeiterrareao cone E'ff.the langurge in which

oilosophical thinking i:;as exroLrgEr. 'Litress the lifevork of the



Jewish philosopher Fhilo of /loxarcria vtc sought in Creek tracts

to associate the contents of the L1C Testarent with the Creek

philosophy. pioneerec Ly Socrates Eno Plato. he V:ES doing so in

the generation before the P Tliest Christian cospel care to be

written. So Greek was for Christianity not only the ideal vehicle

of diffusion but the vehicle in ahich the diffusion of new philo-

sophical ideas was normal onc ex5ertec. Ever in the Latin-speaking

Provinces of the Foran Erpire L is applied, ES the reluctant, and

only partially successful, en eavours of St Augustine to wrestle

with his Creek illustrate.

The expansion of Christianity ' rough the ancient world in

the first four centuries of our ErE eventually foune a counter-

part in a comparable event a thousand years later. The revolution -

and it 1,E,S E. revolution—not only in religious belief and Practice •

which ye know as the Protestant keforriJatior consisted crirarilv

in renewed appeal to the authority of Scripture. This woulO have

been unthinkable without thst recovery of the knowledge of Creek

in 'Western Europe which foilocar. upon, the , ll of Constanti crle

to the Turks an( the consecuent aiseersal of Creek teachers are

Greek Locks. Translation from Crnek ':Es the insciration cif the

leaCers of the Protestant eferation: it &EF, LV translating

the r.,ew Testarent from Creek t-1,7-t. Erasrus PEC effectively trk .  cc

it.
The liberation of the hurr spirit 41ch followed the

Feferrstion in the sc-CEI lee Cr1 ir htcor ert of the seventeenth

anc eicnteenth centuries leete tht- explosion of scientific

thinkinc and: krolecce yhi

This ecuic ITC-NE Leer urine

leone of Creek created:
those ecrkinç from Arabic

poeriess to pronce the SF

1 , co -,ineEL to the present tine.

-!cut the ipDact vdTich kre

scholars in Ferre, ever
s frc.p (Teek, N-Tc prove:::

. It vas the Cree  lancuar



directly are acting directly, uhich hEC proved necessary, he

have just been celebrating the fourth centenary of our English

Luther, John Tyneale, translator cf the English Eihle, the seminal

hook of English culture. It WES frerr Creek direct, like Luther 

an( the Swiss one Eohemian reforcers, that Tyndale worked and took

his inspiration. Thus for the second t_ime Greek Lecame the

common possession cf the knovT Ilorld an( E key factor in the'

diffusion of Christianity.

The old saying: that "ca.tured Creece led captive conouering

some" WES verified as much in the modern 1,'TrldES in the ancient
Ave-

world. It prevailed over the Latin larcuace of the concueron

as the vehicle and hereld of Lbristienitv, in the countries cf

the l'oman Empire before the tot nth century, anc then again after

the Feforation in the sixteecto re tury, anorn the risine nations

cf modern Europe.

If !els enouire into the reasons for t is victorious nriracy

of the Greek language, two other cohc ests loon large. Ihe first

of these WES the conouerine career cf Alexander cf iacedoh,

which had carried Creek as t.he language of government an( adminis-

tration right through the fiddle EEst and as far as India; hut
con-

the second /cuest WES the corouering EEsterr career of Rome, Oraffl

by its military e ficiencv roth into the necessity en( into the

practicability cf governinn anc a i isterihg i2lexareer's

East.

There must be somethinc too aUcut the language itself vrich

enabled and caused those tme conuests to result in the dissemina-

tion of Creek; it WES :V flO ears irevitarle that the peonies 

of the kincecrs vbich Necedon re- cLreen v:ould Ecut Creek ES the

lancuace of their intellectual life r( indeee of their ordinary

life - nor nec it inevitatle ei at kincvl one of Creek v,culel,

r-ve preva lee over Latin in tr- Cf Ccee in the vest vJich

nec iased uper the very oifternt . perreos dere intraetarin,



populations of Gaul, of Britain ape of Gerrany. There rust he

sonet-iing about the Greek lanouage itself which produce( these

striking consepuences. Ape so there is.

Greek has the capacity to enable these who speak or write it

to say exactly what they intene v:ith unicue facility an( precision;

- it confines the 4114gtf an inflectec language (which English

only 4a; to a verYUnited extent) with the freedffl of an urinflec-

ted sentence-building language (which Erelish supereninently is).

Inflection produces clarity, certainty are unarbiguity: nor-inflec-

tion elle civihe limitPC range to invention, perr,its Fero furs

of expression to he created at willluhile still exercising

cipline ever their creation by confining it within existent con-

straints. This (-Aid Quality provec able to give to the language

of classical Greece an adaptaeility and a flexibility of which

the peoples of the East ane cf thE 'est were to avail therselves
E-4.4

and thus to power the,great Levolutions of the l[estern verld

Christianity, arc the Feraissance cur Peferration. That, I helieve,

is the reason why, krovingly or Lrkre- are all Creel<s" 

an( lAy it is still a privileee to ncw arc tc teach the Creek

lancuane ann so enjoy this Loon lAth hich the Creek huelare

ultimately endowed hurraT,ity. It is E been which is synhclised

by the fart that the ew Testan,ent ocL1( LE written, wr-s uritter,

an( could only he written, in Cre,sk.



Address given by 
the Right Honourable J Enoch Powell MBE 
St Margaret's Church, Westminster Abbey 

15 March 1995

I first came to know and respect John Vaughan-Morgan — the
two things were virtually the same — when in the 1950s we were
both members of the One Nation policy and dining group. The
heady days of the eponymous publication  One Nation  were by
then past and the remaining members addressed themselves to
working out the philosophy and the implications of competition
and market forces which were to place an indelible mark upon
history through the long Conservative administration since 1979.
They appointed John and myself to be the joint editors of a
pamphlet which was eventually published under the title  Change
is Our Ally.

There is nothing like being a joint editor with somebody to give
one a sound knowledge of his quality and character. John was an
impeccable colleague — clear, decisive and sharp-thinking but
withal tolerant and practical.

I think it was his immensely tall stature which gave a first
impression of aloofness; but that impression was immediately
dispelled on closer acquaintance. It is one of the disappointments
of my political life that I was never to see him made a Cabinet
minister. I was always impressed by the skill and assurance with
which he mastered a brief, with the clarity and accuracy with
which he put it over, and with his success in maintaining
throughout his own critical judgment.

He was older in years than most of the rest of us, which
perhaps added to a certain sense of awe; but I like the story that
he once offended Harold Macmillan by referring to the ageing
Prime Minister's advancing years as a reason for contemplating
departure from office.

Like many of the war-time generation who made their way into
Parliament in the late 1940s and early 1950s, John Vaughan-
Morgan when he came in had already two careers behind him —
one in industry and business, and the other in the Army, which,



despite the mention in despatches which he earned, remained
characteristically a closed period even to his close acquaintances.
His outstanding interest was in health and welfare and the
functioning of the National Health Service; and many are those
who remember with gratitude his years as Chairman — which in
those days meant executive general manager — of the late
lamented Westminster Hospital. Nor must I omit that he was for
fifteen years a London magistrate. He served briefly in the
Department of Health as Parliamentary Secretary in 1957; and
he had it in him to be an outstanding Minister of Health. He also
had the inestimable asset of a happy home life with his wife
Emily, two daughters and grandchildren, whose bereavement
we here today, with friends from the United States, sorrowfully
share.

John was, however, both ideologically and in practice, at
home as director of the family firm of Morgan Crucible at
Battersea by the Thames. I like the story of the Aussie who, at a
run-of-the-mill industrial dinner which John was attending in
Queensland as Minister of State from the Board of Trade, on
hearing that fact about his guest, could not resist jumping up to
say: "It's all right chums; he's one of us — Morgan Crucible!".

I must not however leave the false impression of a one
hundred per cent political and practical person. John had a side
to which the arts had always appealed. He was a keen attender of
exhibitions and had exceptional flair. He was thus able to form a
collection of Old Masters. When these became too expensive, he
started to buy modern British paintings and drawings,
considerably lower priced, which were the foundation for a
second collection.

That Australian was more right than he could have known.
John Vaughan-Morgan will remain in the memory of those who
knew him as typifying a lost generation in British politics, a
generation who were "one of us" to their constituents and who
had no thought or interest beyond that of offering voluntary
service through politics. Times change, and institutions often
return in a circle to their old paths. If ever a new generation
arises like that of 1950, it could not take a better example to
follow than that of John Vaughan-Morgan, Baron Reigate.



Speech by the Rt Hon. j. Enoch Powell, NEE, to the
Rotary Club of Birmingham at the Nidland hotel,
Birmingham, at 1.40 p.m. Nohcay, 21st November 1994

Not long ago Birmingham was the scene of a benediction pr
o-

nounced upon European union by the collective voice - if
 there is

such a thing - of British industry. I hope it is not th
erefore bad

taste on my part to put on record here that when I conte
mplate the

European Union, I nowadays have the eerie sensation of wa
tching the

materials beino accumulated for the Third Great European
 War. Let

me explain.
•••••••••-•••••••• '"%•••• • ••••  qpp••••-••-••••-••••••••••  •.-•••........,••••,....•).

In order to join a European state both France and Britai
n have -

"effectively renounced the historic principle of their fo
reign and

defence policy, which was to maintain a balance of power
 in Europe.

It was the collapse of that balance in 1938 and 1939 whi
ch pre-

cipitated the Second Great European War and resulted in t
he ignomi-

nious defeat of France and the great deliverance which w
e experienced

VIES
in the Battle of Britain.  There/no  repetition in 1940 of what had

happened in 1914, when the threat of invasion from Russi
a forced

Germany to go for Pn pttempt to snatch swift victory in the West

by invading Belgium and thus brought Britain into the wa
r on the side

of France. Even so,  1" had  been a narrow squeak, and France had

only emerged after four long years of agonizing war to a
ttempt to

rebuild the old European balance of power without Russia
.

Nothing is so dangerous as to draw the wrong deductions
 from the

lessons of the past, The Ceduction which France has dra
wn from 1940

is that "if you can't beat them, you must join them". Th
e deduction

which I am afraid we in Britain Fre drawing is that we can 

safely dispense in future with the old aim of keeping Eu
rope so

divided that no single military power is in a Position t
o dominate

the adjacent Continent. That aim VE have thrown to the w
inds in

our scramble to pretend to be where ye are not - "at th
e heart of

Europe". But beware!

The European Union will have consequences which are not o
nly

•
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economic or political. Though it may be tactless to mention them', it

will have military consequences too. If Europe is composed, as the

Prime Ninister says it is, of nation states, it is composed of

states whose first interest and object is to preserve that right to

govern themselves. In all their diversity of location, size and

strength, the European nations have one thing in common: for their

defence against an overweening neighbour, they depend ultimately upon

the fact that the aggressor will have other enemies at his rear or on

his flanks. They depend, in other words, upon the balance of power.

It was because of the abandonment of Czechoslovakia and Foland in

.1940 that Germany was able once again, as in 1870, to concentrate its

undivided military might against France: the balance of power in

Europe, for so long cultivated, had been allowed to collapse.

We ought to ask ourselves now whether we dare to repeat that

mistake by surrendering our independence in order to be politically

united with the predominant geographical, material and therefore

ultimately military power in Europe - Germany.

Britain's insular position does not unconditionally exempt her

from Europe. What it does do is to give her a special responsibility

for that peace in Europe which only a balance of power between nation

states can preserve. We dare not assume that the special circumstances

in 1940, which gave the RAF, hand0 by the Royal ravy, a victory that
-

turned Germany eastwards to her destruction on the Russian steppes,

will infallibly be repeated. We are not the only nation in Europe

which has a precious heritage of independence and self-government

to be defended, True, we are unique in the defensive strength with

which our island home endows us; but we must nct make the same mis-

take as that which the French public in 19S3 showed every sign of

repenting and assume that good and bad fortune will automatically be

repeated.

America, in its immense distance frcm Europe both geographically

and psychologically, has no interest in the European balance of Power,

and her influence has been thrwi ostentatiously into the scale of



European unification. But America's situation is not ours; and we

should be wary of assuming that her perceptions or objectives are

bound in all circumstances to coincide with our own.

My plea, however, is not for some violent or dramatic twist of

Policy but that in all our dealings with Europe we should have more

sympathy and understandinc for the predicament of France and a more

open mind towards those countries of Eastern Europe which are, with

Russia, a natural and integral part of any European balance of power.

It is no use complaining that the balance of power failed before. It

failed not because it is dispensable but because it was not whole-

heartedly implemented. There is no use complaining of a weapon if 

one does not use it properly. What in any case is the alternative?

I doubt if we are prepared to accept it; for it is to surrender in

advance the very thing that defence is all about - our right to govern

ourselves in our own vay.

To fail to think and talk about these things while there is still

time is not diplomacy or tactfulness: it is folly. The European

balance of power is a British interest founded upon the unshakable

basis of our geographical situation. If we are to abandon it, we

ought to have a clear perception of what we are doing and of the

dangers which attach to our decision.



Speech by the Rt Hon. J Enoch rowell MBE to the Edmonton

Conservative Political Committee Supper at the Firs -Banqueting Suite,
ffinchmore Hill,London N.21, at 9.10 p.m. 13th Semptembér, 1994.

Mere are two sros errorb wcicr nre ::evalent a:cut Dr Ii5-t-S4411

trade. Petween them, they rave made a large_ contribution to the falOa

but conventional view that BrtSain is somehow failing. The copcern

the talance of payments ann the marl— sb's a- .1 a currenc

Those errorb are Lecome siSebpread

largely because they sire so buitable for use in everyday parlia-
4-/- ic-c-

mentat:. end political tut without wibhing to deprive

politicians of useful ammunition, it is highly in the public

interest that they bhould be dissipated Here th,-r,-forP in

Edmonton I continue a task on which I have now teen engaged -

411on and off - for the test part of a quarter of a century.

First, the balance or payments. This is treated ab if it 

wrre the profit-and-loss account of Great Sritain Limited.

Consequently a bo-cilec "aeficit on the tlince of bayments-sh

is hailed with ab mch s.larm as the correbobiLn los:: by a

cc" ' ercial combats,:

How, the talir.c cf tayent ic not i bpofit-ano-loss account

at all. ts analyse the_
7.14fa-414.-"‘11

motives for whicifIrste has crangeSI ar arLbP; the relevant
A

periodr. Being an analysis of one single thing - the suantity of
--

sterling changirg hand._ - the lalance of baysents always balances:

you may ce relieved to learn,it cannct help. it. The balance of

payments acccl:nt cicocplired in -xcran a-L rer

other currencies ih crier tc in t a Ir. frott'

i(..o.blired ir c,rbor t Ir. C ! e

 

t "the t[ilirce rf 'teftoit"

to rce

vi :r

c:rr2ot:nt - ty co; :tol let oc

a :IC th e oss feh

"T_'.eoice, rejoice; rHo a srcrrr sr Lttt,L rpl cir
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many million pounds last month." For every pound spent on i porting

more in value tncn we Pxtor there hait- to have been arl: invest-

mPht of one pound grog, abroad r im-irsos thus teen

securing a huge Iswsa Is.estment. -1:„ so-called balance of pay-

 

ments defic-it has put Britain into the league of the world's

ma,:or developing surit Los .Y_Pt acu would not think so, to hear 

people talk. ThiShigh ,c_nd continuing influx of investment capital,

is only made possible by the trade deficit.

The Americans recently wolup from I,,hat they wrongly identified

a.s a nightmare. "Hell", they exclaimed, "look at our huge balance

of payments defici'. Japan. Something rrust be going vrchg;

at this rate we shall disappear down the plughole," WhPn they

heard this Americah outcry, the rest of the world - or, to Le more

accerate, tr.o tanke in ,,nP rPst of ta aslo - all took alarm

and with one dccord shogtihg do something 

somebody!" - a ve„. dangerous state of hysteria for such respectable

mecole to

 

it is perfoct.y tra that since in 1945 Japan's

economy has been converted - nct without deliberate Japanese

government assistance - into a huge exporting economy: it has teen

running a continuing huge trade sir rlas ixith the rest of the world.

That surplus wool fall to Ka. tmmorrow urs- o

running an equally

'

keep cn evtorttn,,

lenen

deficit onacccurlit.In

ce.ri to'ret efle 

on ,']!XDO

..7,0fley

road

en

Oone n cely lann tr:e

ugnt anci invested nere

stoce71

something rong.

ott

e:ernere

h,:s
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44(-7/e

overspent on public account; ; to a arse extent that oyer-expendi-
s

ture has teen finarced ty borrowingA that is, ty a deficit

on the current t lance oi payments. So America is right to be

alarmed; but tre alarm sroeld be directed inwards,towards a 

profligately spent in. Administration, and not o•twards,towards

the japanese,whc have simply been helping the Americans to poison

1-At,too If
themselves. So we findithem locked ir (T.e another's reluctant

embrace: if Japan stops running a trade surplus, her economy

crashes; if the US administration st ups borrowing in the outside 

wcrld, the US administration crashes.

It is an exercise in which we ought to refrain from t,artici-
004

pating or ill cease to dc Fo a5i soon sue ouriLbudget

deficit incdehta iy, 'ght notice that becatse have a

trade deficit with japan, it is japan .:.flo needs us. It I our 

current balance of payments deficit wh ch stands betweer

and econc!leic downtd.447at !LI:st hot do cal ar:y account to
UP

let our government start fudging the exchange rate of the pound

Eefore we contemplate that, let us stand back for a

moment and watch the balance of payments at work..d, he

exchange rates are those at which the current level nf in ard

t/re:vitia
investment and of4 trade takes place:

e pound, _an

S

So leaeve the

Investment in Eritai

higher exchange rates,

AA,,A

econo ic fallco inan:

t.hdt the

_ 7

4.741_,e7t7.4• t:_{, 6
1.1 •6" r7.1. n. ti t e 0 J-1

the ',crse

-

for itd n anh the

eco is.

nonsense. nIL

iS f ree l yconverti into an—ne_ odhency - exactly, ,
A VIRlii74 S1ell4RAL: L.,3

sort of ;,:crk ot ice. thdt

4.ef4,420 44.-4")



importing or expo.,,ing and manufacturirg or consuming just thosP

amounts which mi.:it us best: a little more here and a little less

there, and we should be that much less well off.

The worldwide network of e,xchange rates is like a huge 

computer: it flashes out/every change that takes place anywhere 

in the world and translates it automatically into a-1+y alteration

Akrequiret on Qui part to meet it. To fix the exchange rate in

terms of any other oarenc-;, - for instances to keep in line with

the German mark or to humour the smer i cans - is as billy an action

as to smash the didl on an engine. It is not t e exchange rate

which makes us richer or poorer but our own production across the 6,14„4-6

range of items which we choose to prcduce

Fortunately, forcing the exchp..nge rate of any currency up or

down is an expensive game to play  -so  expensive that only governments

are rich or powerful enough to take part in it,(as we discovered

to our dismay on Black Wednesdaylwhen Britain struggled to stay in
Ai.44

the Europe nAExchange Rate Mechanis . I see that some Am_ricans,

having t Hen a dislke tc the Taret excharge rate between t

i':Terican dollar dna Japanese yen,ato ing with tOe idea of

rigging the dollai. to that I would say to our Qovernment: 

"Look out; kPPp cledt of that piece of folly. Hands off the

 

CUr erc.y excnbnge! -jou want to play —at

don't take the British putlic with you.."
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444.4,6( /,2/6/ 9 ,4.

The document known to history aril to the

world in g..eneral as Magna Carta - t'nat is to

say, the charter" in contrairtinction
40.4-64419-y4,44

to th-ii,tle charter'' .

forests - S trie result o!'

1L13

-71,1 his peace with the pah , r'

a maj3r c;f1.i,a7: to rec.c)v.- • .

of hornany, a campaign whichchpog4 iisastrous-
.1,44

ly in his defeat at the pitched ilttis of

Bouvines. To finance the campaign he pushed

feudal taxation of his barons well pf,syDnd the

usual limits. For a lare wAglper riff tihm,

tnis 1,4a:5 last straw. TIney 17,,open

arew up the articleso i trsaty

t3 waat t;yOV

ChurhH

h it

the City of London joined the recds in return

for an article in the propope..

conferred upon it large special tax concessions.

It wai: a of this that John signed

and sealed at hunnymede what were called "the-

Articles of the Barons", or in other words

the terms of his capitulation.



In future, for abnorm=.il tax.r.ttier he would

need to obtain "the common counsel ot the

realm"; and for that purpose "we will cause

to be suTone k=enerally throuEn onr sheriffs

and chief".

te to oe

,over-nTer tnrou7n taxatior, .-

soverntv in 5hort.

iiunnyede and Westminster is .t-rfl 1.

Notice the worts "the realm" - "co:::e)r counsel

of the realm". Normandy definitiviy lost,

the realT of Enlarld was reconizeCI tm ce a

single coTTnity which could si

consent Anci to i.nd

'Yadvice and (.-23Nsh'::', if i Tay

wa_

lu

bean - carce event wnicn helped to

give to Carta the speci:L( itn:n it 

has always reid in the hearts and Tirds of the

peopL c - and not of Erlard only! 

It was to be re-issued repeatedly, as if it

were a Wind of talisman or guarantee - and

not unfairly. We no longer reverence those
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strange parliamentary writs issued by Simon
de Montfort between the battles of Lewes and
Evesham, nor those for the 6o-c:;,Ile
Parliament' of Edward I. There are indeed
traces of' writs for non- baronial elections
under John himself. Put tv bt
that t%e -oots of parifamente,, ,--nehtation 
were pianted at Runnymed,...

Tne wori 'democracy' is m_i = :-O,
if it meant simply votin.
democracy, as we ought always to be p-,ref!.:1
to say when we use the word, itiv more
than mere election. The election of represen-
tatives who will be autho.rized to 6-ive

4ta-e4consent on our behalf bytmajority vote, implies
an electorate which forms a.-,enuine
entity, te thing which John's contemporaries
Laiie. or the communit,,l_re,-ni,

,rn content
.,t,oen (if oniv for tr-i=,

oy tp,i- try-
men. in the epsehce o.f that re,“ep3
Parliament and parliamentary v id
be impracticable. It implies, to make no bones
about ''e nation, a single self-

 

conscious entity which we believe to comprise
the 'same sort of people as ourselves0.
Without that, there can be no "commokl counsel



of the realm".

We have recently electeri

called a 'parliament', in common with the

c!tizens of eleven other European nations,

a parliament which is not that "of this

reamm'',. is anybody oin tG teL  tat

tnose :o voted on the oth,.=_ • Crinnel 

;ire c:ten. to De .pverrulel

the citH7ens of other contr -i A'"3

Co viotence to the languae  a;1  viienee to

our own ihherited rights - rights ierited

from Magna Carta, among other sources - when

to such a proceeding we apply the hescription

"parliament" or "democracy". There is, and

always was, this about a true

one nation, one parliament; no c:atin, no

parliamen A parliament is ttlft nxi:)ression

nf r)f. true com7lunit:;, or is
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Human society is about persuading; but the instruments and the

conventions of persuasion alter imperceptibly all the time, until

suddenly we rub our eyes and fine that the scene around us has changed -

it may be, agreeably, or it may be, disagreeably. Persuasion has close

relatives, with whom it is in continual danger of being confused,

different though they are. Persuasion is by its nature a process

carried out voluntarily: the persuader and the persuaded eschew any

form of duress. Bullying is at the opposite end at the scale of

things to persuasion.

Life, however, especially in society, is full of constraints:

our affairs are conducted in a space framed off by necessities -

by prohibitions which experience or training has taught us not to

infringe, or by the equally effective imperatives which the mere fact

of belonging to a society imposes-

We in Britain have built up and agreed upon a framework within

which persuasion remains a voluntary process and is prevented from

deteriorating into brutality- (Sometimes we fall into the Americanism

of describing that framework as "democracy"-) A powerful part of the

framework is the rule of law: the citizen is permitted any behaviour

of his choice which the law toes not prohibit, and his infringement

of that law, should it be infringed, is repressed and controlled by

the courts and lawful authority observing a procedure which is itself

regulated by law and must be respected-

The law is made by, or by permission of, Parliament alone-

(In making that statement I am knowingly guilty of ignoring the

effect of Britain's membership of the European Union, a membership

with which opinion here and elsewhere in Europe grows increasingly

dissatisfied-) To say that law is made by Parliament carries two

vital connotations- It is made by majority, and it is made after
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debate-

The requirement of majority ensures a more or less ongoing

agreement between those who make the law and the public who, at

not too great an interval of past time, elected them, and thus

guards against any intolerable gap opening up between the law and

those who must be bound by it-

The requirement of debate is no less material. It implies

that those who take the decision to legislate have been exposed -

it may be, at considerable length - to disclosure and discussion

of all the facts and considerations, relevant or irrelevant, which

can be brought to bear upon it- When everything has been said that

can be said about that necessary witches' kitchen, the Whips office,

the fact remains that the law is made as a result of persuasion. I

confess personally, and not for the first time, that as a Member

of the House of Commons I never once subjected myself to the disci-
involuntarily

pline of sitting through a whole debate and failed at the end/to say

to myself: 'Well, Enoch, you've learnt something today which you

were unaware of before, haven't you?'

When a change proposed in the law involves criminalising

activities which are customarily and innocently engaged in by large

numbers of citizens, the change ought to be covered by the authority

of the electorate itself- In other words, legislation to such effect

should always be government leEislation - legislation for which the

government in possession of a parliamentary majority take open respon-

sibility before Parliament ancl before the public--

In summary, consent in our British system is secured, and only

secured, by persuasion - by persuasion and not by duress- Or is the

picture which I have presented already out of date? There are times

when I fear that it may be and that we have lived on into an era

when persuasion by intimidation is advocated and practised, tolera-

ted and permitted- If that description is not mistaken, how has such

a change come about?
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One culprit which I can identify is the creation and dissemin-

ation of news by visual means- Few television news programmes are

for long without examples of persuasion not by consent but by intimi-

dation visibly perceived - examples, in short, of persuasion by

force. The presumption that what can be photographed is important

confers an advantage upon the most insignificant of demonstrations,

provided they afford material for photography and such material is

readily forthcoming: an unlawful action, however trivial, a board

and a poster, however makeshift, are sufficient to do the trick.

In such conditions lawful and voluntary persuasion is soon replaced
tastes

with persuasion by demonstration: the wishes and/of a small minority

have been converted into a public force.

Whatever happened to law and the making of law and of the debate

which in a parliamentary nation precedes the making of law? Here too

the environment has changed - and to the detriment of persuasion.

Since Britain joined the European Union in 1972, a great part of the

energy of its politicians has been expended upon telling people that

they ought no longer to make through their own representatives the

laws under which they have to live. The result has been to bring law

itself into disrespect and to blur the distinction between what is

law and what is not law. The change admittedly is not a sudden

change, but an alteration which goes on progressively undermining

one of the great safeguards of the private citizen. His safeguard

consists in the fact that he is entitled to protection in

behaving, including amusing himself, in whatever way he chooses

which is not prohibited by law- No minority, however noisy or

fashionable, which cannot bring Parliament to alter the law can

interfere with him- When Parliament a d its law-aking function can

be overridden by snme external authority which he did not elect - as

is increasinFly the cuset7) ..-7.afeFuard has ceased to exist.

There are other authorities created by Parliament for specific

purposes- These sometimes chafe at t e implied restriction upon their
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right to interfere with other activities of the citizen and are

thus tempted to abuse the power which has been entrusted to
 them

by usurping the privilege of making general law- Large numbers of

such authorities are rightly entrusted with powers which in
volve

becoming the owners of property, notably land. The courts however

have recently established that this gives them no entitleme
nt to

usurp the power, even within that property, to make general
 law.

There now For the first time in this rambling dissertation I

to
have come close/the concern which brings us all together he

re tonight,

the protection of our right to engage in the field sport of
 our choice.

It was not however accidental that I dPferrad so long to make

the connection, I want to lorinE home to you that by 

upholding the right to our traditional form of persuasion, 
in other

words, by upholding the rule of law, the foxhunter is susta
ining

something which is of value to millions who never heard a v
iew hallo.

We are only a small section of that huge majority of the Br
itish

411public who possess a vested interest in the right to live under the
rule of law, to do what the law requires and abstain from w

hat the

law forbids but otherwise to behave themselves in their own
 way

according to their own li hts.

In resisting the concerted attack of a small minority upon 
our

freedom(subject to the existing law of property and other law) to

hunt foxes with hounds,we are one part of a larger conflict
 which is

being waged today,and our cause is the cause of a great maj
ority of

our fellow citizens. Numerically, those who follow hounds on horse-

back are -and always will be a relatively small number- Even those

who follow hounds on foot, by bicycle or by car or who take pleasure

inknowing that rural England still has room for that tradit
ional

pursuit are perhaps no more than a sizeable minority. Nevertheless,

the right which in upholding for ourselves we uphold for ot
hers is

a right of the majority. Indeed, it is an interest of all, We

ought not to be dismayed when we discover that in an age wh
en the rule
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of law is under constant threat in Britain 
it has fallen to us

to repel one of the more insidious of the a
ttacks which are

being made upon it.

Never let the foxhunter fall into the error
 of supposing himself

unrepresentative. In the 1990's he has become the representative 

and the defender of a truly national cause.
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At grips with the American conundrum, Burke's countrymen have

fount themselves doomed to tread a oincr and devious path. joebh

Chamberlain typically tackled the problem head on at the end of

the 19th century. E'resh from his discovery that a self-govern'nr

Ireland would be an Ireland outside, not inside, the United Kingdom,

he floated as Colonial Secretary the proposition of _1 imperial

parliament in which tne self-governing dominions would be represented.

It was, significantly, te.- CPnat,ans who shot down that ungainly

bird.. They saw, more clearly than the other self-governing dominions,

that it would put paid to their own turgeonihF nationhood.

Two woric' wars later, at'ter the American navy had stepped into

the global shoes of the Royal iavy as Fuartian of the sea, the

question which Burke had failed to define surfaced again- It surfaced

in, of ail places, Burma. burm,a was perforce recognized in

as no loner part of Britain's Indian Lmcire tut self-governing.

This time Britain was quick to red the message. 'Thelp", it cried,

"if this Foes on, then, as temocratc self-government 5nevitahlv

spreads through the coiohies, we shaTi no longer at the prown

centre of a ',4orldwir_:e political erltity it wHll hove c'ssolve:i

itself automatically Wht, on earth are we to do?" Facet with

tnis question, the Britis ,aciopte Burke's method: they ret-used 

to accept ac logical conseuence ana took refuFe in bluff, They

invente the Commonwea th and aena.-eL, for cpori, measure, that toe

een of the United Kinf:;tom car5,cm.ething called "the Eead" of '

in the ineffable satisfar't,on of tat achievement they nave teen

baskih.5 to the present day: "LTherty they can have from none tut us".

A-Has, self-delusion is a coL'iltion ,,:hich one has to enjoy by



one's self- It was Britain alone which accepted the logic of a

single Commonwealth state, when, for a disastrous fourteen years,

it declared a single citizenship of the entire Commonwealth-

Reality broke in just in time - or was it in time? - and tne

announcement was revoked before the population of the United

Kingdom hat been permanently transT'orme- Self-delusion can be

self-punishing! The unregarded tatters still blow about in the

wind, along with the constitutional impossibility of a monarnn who

governs, admittedly outside the United Kingdom, otherwise than on

the advice of the leader of t e parliamentary majority.

I have invited you this evening, in honouring the memory of

Edmund Burke, to recognize his foresight and the clear-sightedness

of his perception of the constitution under whch we live- It is

no derogation from his greatness if, a child of his time, he stopped

short of identifying the logical rider to his proposition- We have

the less reason to complain, because we ourselves at the close of

the 20th century are still striving tc escape from the clutches of

the same logic-
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By the second half of the eighteenth century0when Edmund Burke

was applying his formidable philosophical and rhetorical talents

to make his way in British politics, the practical political genius

of the English had coped once and for all with the problem of the

rebellion which plagued the seventeenth century- The Whig revolution

of 1689 established, as it turned out permanently, that the Crown

would govern upon advice which comma:nded the assent of a majority

in Parliament.

It was a fool-proof solution: the King could do no wrong;

if wrong were done, the wrong must be in the advice of his Ministers,

and these - with or without a change in the composition of Parliament -

could be altered without revolution- Political activity could thence-

forward be harmlessly concentrated upon producing a parliament

responsive to the requirements of a ministry; and by nobody was

thatgame more keenly played than by Burke himself-

What we now know as parliamentary sovereignty had magicked away

the old evil by means of a delightfully defensible and explicable

system; but the solution was bought at what turned out to be a 

severe price. The old monster of internal rebellion had been re-

placed(hey presto0by a new monster, the monster of secession- A

new axiom was born: a population which could not or would not be

represented in the Parliament of England could not be 

governed by one and the same government - in other words, could

not be part of one and the same state or nation- All innocently,

the Whigs of the eighteenth century had opened a new can of worms

labelled America-

On the other side of the Atlantic a large and prosperous 

English population was growing up, and as it grew the practicality 

and logic of governing it from a mother country which accepted the

had
sovereignty of Parliament/progressively diminished. The old Whig

in Burke was not dismayed- The first of his resolutions con-
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ciliation with the American colonies invited the House of Commons

to agree that the colonies sent neit'-ier k-ights nor burgesses to

that House.

An irresistible force had now encountered an immovable 

object. A House of Commons in which the American colonies were

represented was inconceivable, if for no other reason, technologi-

cally inconceivable. The sovereignty of Parliament had tolled the

death-knell of a Britain with large, trans-Atlantic possessions.

The problem was insoluble; but that the old Whig,.the Whig of

the 1689 revolution, could not permit himself to acknowledge. It

may be ungenerous to have stated the fact out loud, but the charge

becomes less grave when one remembers that Britain was to devote

two centuries to the vain attempt to solve just that particular

insoluble- Burke did what all politicians do when confronted with

an impossibility - he spent his time talking nonsense which,it so

happened,he could dress ir gorgeous rhetorical array- What would

replace the bond which parliamentary sovereigrty had snapped? Why,
If

affection- "Liberty they can have from none but us"- "Liberty",

forsooth, but not the liberty to elect the parliament which they

had to obey. "Slavery is a weed that Erows in every soil: they

may have it from Spain, they may have it from Prussia". Now that

was just empty rhetoric; nobody could envisage Frederick of Prussia

crossing the ocean to put chains upon Britain's American colonies-

Yet there was a sort of common sense behind the rhetoric. It

was the common sense which behind the shield of the lioyal Navy warned
r4A-!44

the dominions, even Canada, from taking over/the between
Ae4rri:1-4t4

:.ocal self-government and single/statehood- Burke had dimly appre-

nended in the global supremacy of the British Isles the glue which

was to hold together the mot er country and the self-governing

dominions through the convulsion of the First World War- in his

genial combination of rhetoric and illogicality he had even antici-

pated the post-World War II higher silliness of a Commonwealth of
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Nations, faintly connected by history and trad
itions and the headship

of a monarch lacking in that situation the ind
ispensable accompani-

ment of responsible ministers.

But I have been racing ahead of Burke and of h
is eighteenth

century. Before the dimensions of the American challeng
e to the

supremacy of Parliament had been fully faced, 
a new spectre closer

at hand arose to demand attention- This time it was across not the

Atlantic but the English Channel- France, fresh from aiding the 

American colonists to found their independence,
 had been suddenly

plunged into a bloody chaos in which the most 
cultured and civilized

not
nation in Europe, albeit/a parliamentary natio

n, had smashed its

social and constitutional framework into match
wood. Why France? And

why not England? Burke proposed as answer the attachment of the

British to the principle of prescription where
 institutions command

obedience by reason of their long duration- Burke however knew that

the rhetoric of his rejection of events in r'rance merely co
v-- 

up an argument in a circle - perhaps the argum
ent in a circle which

underlies all human governance - that men are 
governed in the way

they are because they are the sort of people w
ho over a long period

of time have come to be apt to be so governed.

Ask why the English are content to be governed
 under a Parlia-

ment not complying with any principles of equi
ty and fairness;

and the only answer, an argument in a circle, 
is that they have

come to be the sort of people who arP disposed so to be governed.

It was the bankruptcy of reason applied by Locke or Burke to the

conduct of human affairs; and that bankruptcy was admitted when

Burke took refuge from it in the application o
f rhetoric and emotion

to the conflict between Britain and France whi
ch was generated by

the alarm wnich the French Revolution aroused.

The Burke who flayed the horrors taking place 
in neighbouring

France was the mirror image of the Burke who h
ad vainly
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sought the application of logic to conciliation with the American

colonies. In both cases he was confronting a problem to which

the rationalism of the eighteenth century offered no key. The

age of anthropology and sociology had not yet dawned.

At grips with the American conundrum, Burke's countrymen have

found themselves doomed to tread a weird and devious path. Joseph

Chamberlain typically tackled the problem head on at the end of

the 19th century. Fresh from his discovery that a self-governing

Ireland would be an Ireland outside, not inside, the United Kingdom,

he floated as Colonial Secretary the proposition of an imperial

parliament in which the self-governing dominions would be represented.

It was, significantly, the Canadians who shot down that ungainly

bird. They saw, more clearly than the other self-governing dominions,

that it would put paid to their own burgeoning nationhood.

Two world wars later, atter the American navy had stepped into

411  *the global shoes of the Royal Navy as guardian of the sea, the 
question which Burke had failed to define surfaced again. It surfaced

in, of all places, Burma. Burma was perforce recognized in 1946

as no longer part of Britain's Indian Empire but self-governing.

This time Britain was quick to read the message. "Help", it cried,

"if this goes on, then, as democratic self-government inevitably

spreads through the colonies, we shall no longer be at the proud

centre of a worldwide political entity: it will have dissolved

itself automatically. What on earth are we to do?" Faced with

this question, the British adopted Burke's method: they refused
t;fni4

to accept the logical consequenceAand took refuge in bluff. They

invented the Commonwealth and declared, for good measure, that the

Queen of the United Kingdom was something called "the Head" of it.

In the ineffable satisfaction of that achievement they have been

basking to the present day: "Liberty they can have from none but us".

Alas, self-delusion is a condition which one has to enjoy by
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one's self. It was Britain alone which accepted the logic of a

single Commonwealth state, when, for a disastrous fourteen 
years,

it declared a single citizenship of the entire Commonwealth
.

Reality broke in just in time - or was it in time? - and th
e

announcement was revoked before the population of the Unite
d

Kingdom had been permanently transformed. Self-delusion can be

self-punishing! The unregarded tatters still blow about in the

wind, along with the constitutional impossibility of a mona
rch who

governs, admittedly outside the United Kingdom, otherwise t
han on

the advice of the leader of the parliamentary majority.

I have invited you this evening, in honouring the memory of

Edmund Burke, to recognize his foresight and the clear-sigh
tedness

of his perception of the constitution under which we live. 
It is

no derogation from his greatness if, a child of his time, h
e stopped

short of identifying the logical rider to his proposition. 
We have

- the-ieS-s-reason to complain, because we ourselves t tiele-Ziöse of--

the 20th century are still striving to escape from the clut
ches of

the same logic.


